Do biofilms affect the measurement of mercury by the DGT technique? Microcosm and field tests to prevent biofilm growth.
The diffusive gradients in thin films (DGT) technique has been used routinely for monitoring the dissolved, bioavailable fraction of trace metals in freshwater during field campaigns. Nevertheless, for long deployment times, the biofilm formed on the filter of the DGT devices restricts trace metal uptake and hence interferes with the DGT measurements. In this work, we design different experiments to evaluate the potential of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in preventing the formation of biofilms on in-house manufactured mercury-specific DGTs. Laboratory tests were carried out by a microcosm system in independent glass containers, where biofilms obtained from field inocula were grown for weeks. Afterward, several experiments were performed with Hg-spiked river water, biofilms and DGTs treated and untreated with AgNPs to better understand biofilm colonization, inhibition and Hg uptake. The results showed that the treatment is very useful, since the mass of the biofilm accumulated at the surface of the treated DGT is significantly (p < 0.05) lower than in control (untreated) devices. Tests in colonized environments and Hg-spiked river water showed that the Hg uptake by the treated DGT matched the theoretical values and prevented biofilm formation up to 24 days post-deployment. Conversely, in deployments longer than two weeks using the untreated DGT, measurements could be underestimated by 35%. The results in the field reveal that in sampling stations with high levels of suspended matter, the filter becomes clogged despite there being no biofilm, thereby explaining its low efficiency for the uptake of Hg. In summary, the use of AgNPs inhibits biofilm formation and their use is especially recommended in eutrophic freshwaters with low amounts of suspended particulate matter.